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Worcestershire played no great part in the Yorkist Age or in the Wars of the Roses.
No major event occurred in the  county, and the battles of Mortimer’s  Cross  (1461)
and of Tewkesbury (1471-) were  fought  just beyond  its boundaries. Richard III
visited Worcester on his. coronation tour in July 1483, but the attention of

historians has  been  concentrated on his previous stay, in Gloucester, with  whatevér

occurred  between  the king and the duke of Buckingham. Thereafter  attention  is

diverted to Richard’s longer  stay in York, his second coronation and the investiture

of a prince of Wales  —  and anything that  may have happened in Worcester is

forgotten. Later in 1483, during his abortive revolt, the duke of Buckingham
climbed Woodbury Hill in Worcestershire, observed the Severn in  flood  and more

or less gave up his rebellion. Two years later, a  relatively newly arrived

Worcestershire gentleman, William Sheldon  from  Beoley, went  to fight for his
king at Bosworth, and was briefly attainted for his pains. Two generations later, his

participation at Bosworth was recorded on his tomb at Beoley —  together  with

grateful thanks to Henry VII by whose grace the family estates  had  been  restored.

Of Yorkist Worcestershire  that  seemed to be all.
It came as  some  surprise therefore, in a county largely bereft  of Yorkist

connections, to discover  a  fifteenth-century church window containing the arms of

the house of York. The much restored and greatly altered east window is in the

chancel of St James’ church, Oddingley (O.S. Landranger map 150. Grid ref.

80915 591). There is not much to present day Oddingley. Despite being crossed
by the busy Birmingham-Worcester canal, a main railway line and the M5

motorway, Oddingley is in a rather remote and little visited part of the county. It is

a  hamlet  today, some  three  and  a  half miles south  east  of Droitwich and seven  '

miles north  east  of Worcester. The church is at  a  distance  from  what  passes for  a

village  centre and is approached down an avenue of lime trees. To the left are the
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clear remains of a substantial moated site and the field beyond the church would

seem to have  many of the distinctive earthworks and a holloway which  suggest  a

deserted, or  better  :1 moved, medieval village.
St James’ church is dismissed somewhat  curtly by Pevsner and others. ‘Almost

wholly of 1851, by RC. Hussey, built for J.H. Galton of  Hadzor’, is  Pevsner’s

opening comment.‘ Visitors  however may be assured  that  they will find something

far more interesting than this  would suggest. The church is cruciform, built of grey

rubble stone, with a west tower which, all seem to agree, is  seventeenth  century.

The porch appears  a  great deal older  than  1851 and was apparently rebuilt using

old timbers. The stonework of all the windows, which are Perpendicular, was well

restored, or in some cases replaced by RC. Hussey, the restorer. The descriptions

of this church in Thomas  Habington’s  Survey of Worcestershire2 and Tredway

Nash’s  Antiqyities  of Worcestershire’ clearly refer to  a  building very like the one

standing today.  Presumably Hussey restored  rather  than rebuilt. He also ensured

the preservation of  some  of the  fifteenth-century glass.

The  coat  of arms which first drew my attention to Oddingley’s Yorkist

connections is in the top left hand comer of the three light  east  window. The arms

are England impaling Neville. England is represented quarterly by 1 and  4  France

modern, 2  and  3  England. France has three gold fleur de lys on a blue ground:

England three gold leopards or lions on  a  red  ground.  The  Neville  arms are  a  silver

saltire  cross  on a red  ground.  One shield impaling another means that two

armigerous  persons  had married. The Oddingley arms  are therefore of someone

entitled to bear the arms of England who had married  into  the Neville family.

There is another shield in the top right  corner  of the window  — a  slightly odd

version of the arms of Mortimer, earls of March.

The  east  window is clearly perpendicular, whether rebuilt in 1851 or not. The

glass would seem to be of  a  late medieval  date.  The Monimers, a great  marcher

family, reached their  peak  in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. I therefore

looked for the holder of the arms of England and Neville in the later medieval

period, and the fifteenth  century in particular. There were two possibilities.

Richard, Duke of York, (1411-60), the father of Richard  III, married Cicely

Neville, from  Raby in  County Durham.  Richard III (1452-85) married  Anne
Neville, younger  daughter of Warwick the Kingmaker. Did either of these two

have any connection with  this  remote Worcestershire parish?

Domesday Book records  that  Oddingley belonged to the church of Worcester

in 1086. In  a  series of complex manoeuvres, the  manor  fell into the hands of the

Mortimers, by the time of  Henry III.‘ They remained lords of Oddingley until

1425, when Edmund Mortimer, earl of March, died suddenly of plague, leaving no

direct heirs. By his sister’s marriage to Richard, Earl of Cambridge, the Mortimer

estates  passed to the  house  of York, and thus Richard, Duke of York, son of the
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earl of Cambridge, and his wife Cicely Neville  found  themselves enjoying the

revenues  of Oddingley. On the duke of York's sudden death at Wakefield in 1460,

which was followed by the equally sudden seizure of the  throne  by Edward IV in

1461, the manor was  granted  to Cicely Neville, by then  dowager  duchess of York.s

The  grant  was confirmed by Richard H1 in 1484‘ and she  continued  to enjoy its

fruits right up to her death in 1495.

Richard III could  have  legitimately borne  the arms in the Oddingley window

from 1.483 to 1485. The  arms  of England may only be  carried  by a  king -  as the

duke of Norfolk and the earl of  Surrey discovered to their  cost  when Henry VIII

enforced the laws of heraldry in 1547. But Richard III had no direct link with

Oddingley. If the Mortimer arms are in the window because the Monimers  were

lords of the  manor  for nearly two centuries, then presumably the arms of England

impaling Neville are inserted for the same reason. Richard, Duke of  York, was lord

of the manor from 1425 to 1460. The  arms are surely his.

Richard, Duke of York, was not however kingkof England. As great-grandson

of Edward 1H, he had the right to bear the arms of England  -  with a difference. So

did all the male off-spring of Edward III. The difference was the addition to the

arms of  a  label or  a  bordure or some other charge which showed  that  the person

carrying the shield was not the king, but a relation.  Richard, Duke of York, must

have  had a difference on his  arms  — and he did. The great-grandson of Edward III

had  a  silver three pointed label charged with nine  torteaux  or red disks at the top of

his shield of arms.7 The Worcestershire historian, Tredway Nash, reported these

very arms  appealing in  a  chantry chapel at Hartlebury.8 The  great  west window of

St Lawrence’s Church, Ludlow has a nineteenth-century glass painting of the Duke

of York with  a tabard  bearing the  arms:  quarterly France modern and England

differenced with  a  label  argent  charged with  nine torteaux  gules. The glass at

Oddingley shows no such label. Thomas  Habington  in his description of a  visit  to

Oddingley in the early seventeenth-century draws  particular attention to the  lack.

Richard, Duke of York, laid claim to the throne of England in September  1460.  He
was killed for his claim in December 1460. In that brief period of four months,

Richard, Duke of York, could legitimately, in his eyes and those of his supporters,

bear  the undifferenced  arms  of England. It would seem therefore  that  we have  a

remarkably accurate date for some of the Oddingley glass. It was ordered, or  made,
or delivered in the  autumn  of 1460.

The  manor  remained in the hands of Cicely Neville until her death. In 1499 the
new lady was Elizabeth of York, daughter of Edward IV and queen of England.
After a brief period in the hands of Henry VIII, it was held by Catherine of Aragon,

and by all the wives of Henry bar  Anne  Boleyn. It later passed to the duke of
Northumberland in 1549 before being acquired by the Wintour family of
Gunpowder Plot fame and finally by the Foleys of Witley Court.9
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The chancel and transepts of Oddingley church  were  once  glazed  entirely with

fifteenth  century glass, though there does not  seem  to  have  been  a unity of design.

The Worcestershire  antiquary, Thomas Habington, described  most  of the windows

when he visited in the early seventeenth century: there were at least six.‘0 Dr

Tredway Nash in the 17805 found rather fewer of the windows intact. One he

described with the figure of St Wulstan as  ‘now  chiefly gone’." The picture was

still more lamentable in 1851 when John Noake,l2 an inveterate antiquarian and

visitor to church services made  a  trip to Oddingley.

Some of the  windows  of the  church, too, were  broken  and the wind

moaned  through  the  shattered panes of the  north transept  The edifice

is  much dilapidated, the walls  being split  and the  interior  so  much

disfigured as to be  almost  incapable of restoration A kind of lath and

plaster  house, with  windows  blocked  up, is built  over  the  east  window,

the  purpose  of  which I  am at  a loss to  conjecture

It is clear  that  the Galton family of neighbouring Hadzor called in R.C.

Hussey, the architect, only just  in time. He would seem to  have  collected together

what  was usable of the old glass and put  most  of it  into  the east window and the

rest in the chancel windows.
The east window is of three lights and is entirely consistent with the  date  1460.

Habington reported” that  it contained:
the  Sun’s  Beames and in the  towe  right  and leafte  panes, whyte  roses,
beeinge the  Badges  of the house of  Yorcke, covered  with  Duke’s

Coronetts"

None of this survives. In the  left  light  beneath  the arms of England impaling

Neville is the figure of a female saint with crown and halo, richly dressed in what

look  very like priestly vestments. In her  left  hand is  a  sword whilst her right rests

on  a  spiked wheel. Clearly this is St Catherine. Beneath her are the demi-figures of

a husband and wife, dressed in blue and praying — with hands  apart  in  that  always

surprising fifteenth—century style. The wife has an early version of the horned

head-dress popular in the second quarter of the fifteenth century." Beneath the tiny

figures is a two line black letter inscription:
Orate  pro  animabus Johannes Yarnold  et  Jehna uxor  eius.

Pray for the  souls of John  Yamold  and Joan his wife.

At the  bottom  of the left hand light is the slightly larger figure of a tonsured priest

in a blue fur-lined cassock praying before an altar on which is an open book.
When Habington wrote his description of Oddingley, he found John Yamold

and his wife in  a  window of the  south  transept. He does however record the

praying priest as being in the  east  window, and he records an inscription, now

missing, which provides his name  —  Dominus  Wilhelmus  Haryes  -  Sir William

Ham's, pn'est.

The centre light has a bishop in full canonicals including crozier, mitre and
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halo, standing on  a  tiled floor, facing half to his right, with  hand raised in blessing.

Beneath is the legend  —  Sanctus Martinus.  Beneath  is another bishop facing half

left.  He  also  has a  halo, but instead of  a  crozier he holds a processional cross. The

lower third of this figure is lost and a jumble of pieces of old glass makes up the

bottom  of his vestments. At the very bottom  of the  centre  light are the fragments of

an inscription on three separate pieces of glass.

Dns D rd

recto

Neither Habington nor Nash gives  a  clear description of the  centre  light as it was

when they visited, though they refer to the figures of bishops elsewhere. Clearly the

figures  are of two saint-bishops, the one  with  the cross  staff  being likely to be an

archbishop.Is The Oddingley Church Guide  says  that  the  inscription  Sanctus

Martinus  does not belong to the upper figure. It is  certainly clear  that  Sanctus  and

Martinus  are on  separate  and  non-matching pieces of glass.  Saint  Martin is  usually

shown as a Roman officer, on horseback, cutting his  cloak  in two to give half to  a

beggar. When he retired from  military service, he did enter the  church  and became

bishop of  Tours." Habington, however, in his description of the glass in the north
transept  describes  a  bishop in all his robes  with  the inscription  Sanctus Wolstanus.

Saint Wulstan, whose  900th anniversary has been celebrated in Worcester in 1995,

seems  a  much  more  likely identification  for the bishop, who was bishop of  Worcester

and  a  saint, and  buried only a few miles away. Habington does not mention an

archbishop: presumably the figure is that of Thomas Becket, saint  and  manyr.  The

mutilated inscription at the  bottom  makes little  sense.  It may commemorate  a  Master

Richar '7 rector (of  this church) and may be  a  donor  inscription.

The right  hand  light has the arms of Mortimer at the  top:  ‘Or, three  bars azure,

on a chief gold three pallets  between  two gyrons azure over all an inescutcheon

argent’.ls The Oddingley interpretation of this rather complex shield  cannot  be said

to be entirely accurate, but  both  Habington and  Nash  recognize it as Mortimer, and

there is no reason to doubt them. Beneath the shield is the figure of  a  female saint,

with jewelled hat and halo, holding a  cross  staff.  Almost the whole of the body has

been lost, but an assortment of coloured  pieces  is made to serve the purpose of her
robe.  One of the pieces has the  face  of Jesus complete with crown of thorns.
Beneath the  saint  is a single line inscription:  dominus  Johannes Haryes.  Beneath
this are two small full figures of  a  man and wife, praying, though  this time they
have  their hands together in accepted fashion. They both wear long blue fur lined

gowns. Rather incongruously, the man wears a pair of pink stockings. At the

bottom  is a priest in blue cassock, fringed surplice and scarlet hood. He has  a  cord

round his waist and his hands together in prayer.

Neither Habington nor  Nash  identifies the female saint in this window. Two

saints who are occasionally shown with cross  staffs  are St Helen and St Morwenna
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but there is no particular  reason  to associate either with Oddingley. There are

references to one of the windows originally showing a  coronation of the Virgin and

it may be  that  this  unknown  female saint was once part of  that  design. The brief
inscription to John Harris has clearly been misplaced, and should be with the

praying priest at the bottom. It is possible, thanks to  Habington’s  observation and
recording, almost to identify the two blue gowned figures. He records several

donors in windows  throughout  the  church  — Thomas  Gyes and his wife, Edmund
Reue and Joan his wife, and  John  Wheler and Margaret his wife and their son

Richard Wheler and his wife Margaret. If we exclude the group of four Whalers,

then  the pair in this light  must  be  Thomas  Gyes or Edmund Reue and their wives.

Habington wrote two splendid testimonials to the Yarnolds, Gyes, Reues and

Whelers, inhabitants of fifteenth  century Oddingley:
All  thys  I  wryte  because  I  woulde not  have  the memory of thease  honest

men to  peryshe, who for  their charitye  to God and hys  churche have  been
comparable  to  knights  and esquyres.”

In his second description of Oddingley, Habington  praises  them  as: ‘comparable to

others  of greater  dignity’ whom  God has blessed with growing landed  estates

‘which  I  wyshe  they maye quietly without trouble inioye.’20 The prayer may well

have  gone unanswered for not long after Habington’s visit, the English  Civil  War

was to be played  out, much of it on Worcestershire soil, with appalling

consequences.  John  Noake reacted in  a  different way to the pious donors of some

of the windows.  Sitting waiting for  a  service to begin in 1851 he noticed  that:
the  windows abound with  figures  of men and  their  wives, and at  every

turn  the eye  rests upon  Orate  pro  animabus  to  which pious  and earnest

request  I  felt  bound  to  reply ‘It is  contrary to the 39 Articles’z'

Both  the  Church Guide  and the  Victoria County History, describe the praying

priest at the bottom of the window as being dressed as a sub-deacon.  This  lower

order of the medieval priesthood is generally portrayed wearing a  tunicle, a  plainer

version of the dalmatic.’2 A tunicle had  a  fringe:  John  Harris’ outer  garment  has a

fringe but it still  looks  far more like  a  surplice. But the striking feature of his
priestly attire is the scarlet academic  hood, which is generally understood to

represent  a  doctor of divinity, an unlikely qualification for  a  sub-deacon. John
Page-Phillips, the most recent editor of  Macklin's Monumental  Brasses  says  ‘one
should probably picture  Thomas  Hylle  1468, Doctor of Divinity, New College,
Oxford  wearing scarlet’.23 His contemporary John  Harris is so dressed.

It  ought  to be possible to identify the two  priests  called Harris. Unfortunately

this is not the  case. There  was a William Harris from Worcester diocese who

attended Oxford, was made sub—deacon to the title of Oseney Abbey, Oxfordshire,

in May 1430, who was ordained deacon in  1431  and priest a few  months  later,“ but

there seems nothing to link him with Oddingley or the house of  York.  There was  a
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John  Harris who was elected yeoman bedel of theology at  Oxford  in  1441  and

esquire bedel of laws in 1481. He was ‘minded to resign’ in 1487.15 There was
finally a  John  Smyth  alias Harris who was a doctor of medicine,  canon  of St Paul’s

from 1503 and  a  notorious pluralist. He appears to be too old to be one of the

Oddingley priests. None of these Oxford men appears to fit the two in the glass

portraits. No one at Cambridge fits any more closely. The fifteenth century vicars

of Oddingley are recorded as Thomas Currcys  1414,  Thomas Mayster‘ 1415,

Thomas  Wheler 1450 and Adam Marecroft 1499.26 Habington describes  both

priests as being placed in the east window when he visited, and he goes on to

ascribe the window to them, ‘It  seems  theyse towe made or glased  thyse  windowe.’

He may well have been right but it would have been interesting to  have  identified

the two of them. Presumably they were brothers.

The rest of the fifteenth century glass  may be dealt with quickly for it does not
seem to be  a  part of any Yorkist scheme. The north chancel window contains a

collection of pieces of glass in its tracery and two complete figures. One of  these

may be Mary Magdalen. The seated figure of  a  bearded king is presumably God.

He is certainly not the figure noticed by Habington which bore the inscription Rex

Henricus.

Some tentative conclusions may now be advanced. There was  some  re-

building at Oddingley in the mid-fifteenth  century which involved re-glazing.

Whether  this  was instigated by the lord of the manor, Richard,  Duke  of York, or

two priests called Harris,  cannot  now be established. The scheme involved an east
window singing the praises of the  house  of York. Other windows contained  coats

of arms relating to the duke of York, at least one of which may be dated to the

autumn of 1460. The east window contained the pictures and names of John and

William Harris, prayers for  whom  were expected. Some of the other windows seem

to  have  been privatized  — or at least sponsored — by local  farmers or merchants, all

of whom were named. Like the Harrises  ‘these  inhabitants of Odingley’ hoped to
benefit from the prayers of the congregation who looked at this visual  feast.  By the

time of the  much  needed restoration of 1851 the glass was over 400 years old.

Noake had reported its deplorable  state.  R.C. Hussey, the  Victorian  architect,

usually criticised for his ruthless scraping of the interior walls, should surely be
praised for having rescued as  much  of the glass as he did and for creating at  least

one window which entrances all  those  who love the art of the fifteenth  century.

Ricardians who  visit  Oddingley will be pleased to see that the  house  of York

still exercises some influence. The church has eight newly produced kneelers

bearing the white rose of York. Ricardians will also study the fifteenth-century font
with interest, and notice on its eight  faces  alternate roses and fetterlocks, another of

the badges of the house of York. They will enjoy a frisson of satisfaction in
recognizing these badges  — for the great Pevsner did not know what they were!
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